For this project, your team is required to submit project code and documentation using a GitHub project site assigned by your instructor. GitHub is a popular software project hosting website that provides tools for storing source code, project documentation, and tracking project issues.

For academic integrity reasons, your GitHub site must remain private during the semester. The instructor will configure it so that only you and your teammates have access. You will access your site using a GitHub login that you must create and provide to the instructor.

**Documentation**

All project documents must be published in your GitHub project using your GitHub project’s wiki system. You can learn how to create and edit GitHub wiki pages using the following:

- https://help.github.com/articles/about-github-wikis/

**Source Code**

Your team will build software collaboratively, using your GitHub project site as the central repository for sharing and submitting your code. You will use software called Git to manage your source code repository. Further details will be provided in class.